The way we design, construct, and inhabit buildings is changing-moving toward greater integration of robotic and autonomous systems that challenge our preconceived notions of how buildings are made, what they are, or what they should be.
INTRODUCTION
The built environment of the future will be fundamentally different from that of today. Progress in robotics and autonomous systems (RAS), and more broadly computer science (CS), is unifying the activities of design and construction by bringing the designer and the maker closer together. As architecture em braces greater levels of autonomy to address industry needs for greater productivity, un derstanding the future role of design is im portant, particularly in consideration of human activity and values.
Explorations in building design are intrin sically linked to the availability of tools and materials. As RAS become more pervasive, sub sequent enhancement of design and production capabilities is influencing architects, requir ing them to engage in deeper collaborations with engineering disciplines. Impact points include flexible manufacturing platforms, ad vanced material deposition, robot manipulation, computational design, and machine learning. Research agendas that support the convergence of these disciplines are beginning to shape progress in construction and digital fabrica tion, facilitating a step change in productivity, design flexibility, onsite safety, and cost re duction. Architectural research departments are developing industrialscale robotic fabri cation facilities to explore these potentials. Ex amples include facilities at the University of Michigan developed by M. P. de Leon, Univer sity College London, the Bartlett School of Ar chitecture's "Here East" development, and the Robotic Fabrication Laboratory at ETHZ, which includes the Gramazio Kohler research labora tory that fabricated the facades of Gantenbein Vineyard using a robot to lay complexpatterned brickwork (1) . This research into "design for autonomous production" is already helping manufacturers move past Fordlike produc tion lines to implement scalable methods for mass customization, while enabling new de sign possibilities.
Advances in materials science and additive manufacturing are also creating novel meth ods for construction. Exploiting the ability to build with limitless geometric variety, compa nies such as Winsun Decoration Engineering Company (China), Apis Cor (Russia), and WASP (Italy) are now investing in CS development, creating tools for highresolution design engineering analysis and geometrical refinement. Selfadapting robotic technologies provide fur ther design opportunities when programmed to respond to their environment. A. Menges's Water Spider Pavilion used an industrial ro bot to lay carbon fiber adaptively to the inside surface of an inflatable structure by sensing pressure (2)-producing a design derived from the construction sequence, negotiation of ma terial forces, and protocols governing the ro bot's motion.
The field of distributed robotics enables even greater scope for creativity. Resembling the process termites used to construct their mounds, a decentralized network of robots operating as a multiagent system is capable of collectively building structures, designing through individual actions that are locally reactive to the environment. In this capacity, design becomes an emergent property of auto nomous robotic construction. Harvard's TERMES project demonstrated such capabilities utilizing bespoke robots and building blocks (3), while V. Kumar's group has shown a team of un manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) constructing a predesigned space frame (4) . Similarly, Im perial College's threedimensional (3D) print ing UAV (5) is being utilized for research into aerial additive building manufacturing in volving parallel developments in multiagent programming, aerial robotics, 3D printing ma terials, humanrobot collaboration, structural engineering, and architectural design. The proj ect also explores the architect's role in program ming the robot's logic and how these collective protocols shape design.
Embedding capabilities for multimodal sens ing, connectivity, and selfreconfiguration with in the fabric of buildings offers another vision for the future. By conceiving the built environ ment as a network of autonomous systems, buildings could be designed to evolve over time through selfdetermination: changing shape; collaborating; and providing emergent solu tions to human, operational, and environmen tal concerns. Current initiatives include Empa and Eawag's Nest Hilo building, which in corporates an adaptive solar facade (6) and occupantcentered control system that utilizes machinelearning during reallife operation (7) . Although architects utilize software to optimize building performance, these data are not integrated within actual buildings. Incor porating this functionality would enable im provements to environmental sustainability, operational performance, and urban networks (8) by continuous design optimization through out a building's life cycle. Nonetheless, this will require additional robotic design and per formance standards. Defense Advanced Re search Projects Agency's Robotics Challenge highlighted the necessity for further research into robot navigation, task proficiency, and humanrobot interaction. Seen from another perspective, it also indicated that buildings could do more to assist and communicate with RAS. The distinction between a building and its related RAS capabilities will decrease, all contributing toward the function of a build ing and operating as a RAS "ecosystem." This will be most pronounced in buildings designed to function without humans, such as nuclear power stations, thus increasing their depen dency on RAS.
The path to greater autonomy within ar chitecture includes fundamental challenges in design and construction. From the architect's perspective, common RAS and CS frameworks for digital manufacturing and automation that optimize the design process are needed. This includes inprocess monitoring and control, design and manufacturing in augmented/ virtual realities, autonomous manufacturing, industrial Internet of Things, big data, and the digital integration of supply chains. For safe implementation of RAS solutions in the built environment, continued progress in teleoper ation, communication, and design control needs to achieve robust levels of performance that complement human interaction. RAS for out door construction also requires substantial im provements to localization, computer vision, and sensor fusion capabilities compared with manufacturing sectors that operate within con trolled environments. Not wellsuited to closed control systems, these environments also ne cessitate greater levels of adaptive and collec tive control.
Autonomous systems offer opportunities in design and production beyond human ca pabilities, yet they also require design intent to be embedded within protocols that govern manufacture, construction, and building use. Integrating capabilities for sensing and ma chine learning provides a start; however, more research into intelligent robotics is of value, such as expanding C. Breazeal's methods for embodied cognition and deduction of human intention (9) . Threats to production knowl edge and diversity, such as the scarcity of skilled craft, must be addressed, in addition to the need for buildings and their value chain to be energyefficient. Through research, we must ensure that technological advances do not avertedly impose unintended constraints but rather generate additional societal freedoms. Within the move toward autonomous archi tecture, RAS principles of shared knowledge, collective action, and distributed thinking must develop meaningful exchanges between hu manity and the built environment-which we not only construct but are conditioned by.
